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Fluorescent peptides highlight peripheral nerves
during surgery in mice
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Nerve preservation is an important goal during surgery because
accidental transection or injury leads to significant morbidity,
including numbness, pain, weakness or paralysis. Nerves are
usually identified by their appearance and relationship to
nearby structures or detected by local electrical stimulation
(electromyography), but thin or buried nerves are sometimes
overlooked. Here, we use phage display to select a peptide
that binds preferentially to nerves. After systemic injection of
a fluorescently labeled version of the peptide in mice, all
peripheral nerves are clearly delineated within 2 h. Contrast
between nerve and adjacent tissue is up to tenfold, and useful
contrast lasts up to 8 h. No changes in behavior or activity are
observed after treatment, indicating a lack of obvious toxicity.
The fluorescent probe also labels nerves in human tissue
samples. Fluorescence highlighting is independent of axonal
integrity, suggesting that the probe could facilitate surgical repair
of injured nerves and help prevent accidental transection.
Accidental transection or injury of nerves during surgery can lead
to significant patient morbidity including chronic pain or permanent paralysis. Thin or buried nerves are particularly difficult to
distinguish and are therefore the most likely to be damaged during
surgical procedures.
Identification of motor nerves before direct exposure is currently
dependent on electromyographic (EMG) monitoring1–3, in which a
stimulating electrode is inserted and distal muscle twitches are monitored. EMG is not an imaging technique, so even if a nerve has been
identified in one location, there is no visual guidance for how far from
the stimulation site the nerve lies. Furthermore, EMG identifies only
motor pathways, not sensory fibers such as the first two divisions of
the trigeminal nerves, the cochleovestibular nerve or the neurovascular bundle surrounding the prostate gland 4,5, where nerve injury
during radical prostatectomy leads to significant urinary incontinence
and erectile dysfunction6. Finally, EMG fails if axonal or neuromuscular transmission is temporarily blocked distal to the recording site
by nerve compression, trauma, tumor invasion, local anesthetics or
neuromuscular blockers. Although there are developing technologies
for in vivo nerve visualization such as optical coherence tomography7
or laser confocal microscopy8, these technique have focused on the

visualization of the optic or other superficial nerves and may not be
generally applicable for viewing nerves in a surgical setting.
Current methods for nerve labeling during surgery depend on
retrograde or anterograde tracing of individual axonal tracts using
fluorescent dyes9–12. The dyes are applied either to the innervation
target and travel in a retrograde fashion to label the innervating
nerve fibers or directly to identified nerves and label nerve fibers in
both anterograde and retrograde directions. Local injections have
the drawback of only labeling one nerve fiber tract at a time and
that axonal labeling is limited. Axonal transport is relatively slow
and it can take days to label a single human nerve. Furthermore, the
direct injection of fluorescent dyes contaminates the surgical site with
excess fluorescent dyes and may be damaging to the target organs
or nerve of interest.
In this study, we describe the development of peptides by phage
display13 that preferentially bind to peripheral nerve tissue compared
to adjacent non-nerve tissue after systemic administration.
We used in vitro selection with either excised murine peripheral
nerves or purified myelin basic protein (MBP) and in vivo selection
where phage were injected into living mice and nerves were harvested for phage isolation. From the in vitro selection against MBP,
a single phage with its variable sequence coding for the peptide
TYTDWLNFWAWP (NP39) was identified (Supplementary Fig. 1).
The in vitro selection against excised peripheral nerves yielded
three sequences that were repeatedly observed. Of 14 specific phage
sequences at the end of seven rounds of selection, 5 coded for
NTQTLAKAPEHT (NP41), 3 for KSLSRHDHIHHH (NP40) and 2
for DFTKTSPLGIH (NP42). The remaining phage sequences were
each represented only once (Supplementary Fig. 1). The in vivo selection did not yield any duplicated phage after eight rounds of selection,
perhaps because vigorous washing to remove mechanically entangled
or loosely bound phage is not possible in a live animal. One sequence
selected in vivo, AHHNSWKAKHHS (NP38), was chosen for further
testing because it contained multiple histidines reminiscent of NP40.
Both NP40 and NP38 have been previously identified in various phage
selection schemes for binding to proteins (scFV, GST-FLAS-DRD) or
hepatoma cell lines, which could indicate that these peptides either
bind nonspecifically to proteins or cells or alternatively that they bind
to substrates common to both screens14–17.
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Figure 1 Whole-body survey of nerves in mice
(n = 3) 4 h after injection with 450 nmoles of
FAM-NP41. (a,b) Brachial plexus. Reflectance
image (a) showing left brachial plexus (arrow).
Smaller branches (~50–100 m) are easily seen
(arrowheads) with fluorescence labeling (b)
but not in reflectance image. (c,d) Sciatic nerve.
Reflectance image (c) showing right sciatic nerve
(arrow). Many more small branches (~50–100 m)
are seen (arrowheads) with fluorescence imaging
(b) compared to reflectance. (e,f) Phrenic nerve.
Diaphragm
Diaphragm
Reflectance image (e) showing left phrenic nerve
(arrow) descending from the mediastinum to
innervate the diaphragm. Note that the nerve
Brain
Brain
is seen as a single linear fluorescent structure
(arrow, f) compared to the bundle of nerve and
connective tissue seen with reflectance (arrow, e).
Arrowhead points to an intercostal nerve which
5 mm
is easily seen with fluorescence but not with
reflectance. (g,h) Dorsal cutaneous nerves.
Reflectance image (g) showing the dorsal musculature. Fluorescence imaging highlights the dorsal intercostal nerves (arrows, h) that are not easily seen with
reflectance. (i,j) Facial nerve. Main facial nerve branches (arrows) are easily seen with both reflectance (i) and fluorescence (j). However, a small branch of
nerve arborization (arrowhead) leading to the upper face can be distinguished from surrounding tissue with fluorescence but not with reflectance. Insert shows
arborizations (~50 m diameter) of the lower division of the facial nerve that can be easily seen with fluorescence labeling. (k,l) Dorsal view of skull base.
Reflectance image (k) showing left facial nerve (large arrow) wrapping around the ear, trigeminal nerves (small arrows), optic nerves (large arrowhead) and
optic chiasm (small arrowhead). Fluorescence image (l) shows fluorescence labeling of the facial and trigeminal nerves (peripheral nervous system) but not the
optic nerves and chiasm (central nervous system). Scale bar (a–l), 5 mm; inserts (i and j), 1 mm.
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Sequences NP38, 40, 41, 42 and a control peptide containing the
shared amino acids in random order were similarly synthesized
as fluorescein-5(6)-carbonyl group (FAM) conjugates on a
C-terminal lysinamide. To test nerve binding affinity in vivo of
each of the identified sequences, we injected FAM-labeled peptides
intravenously into living mice and evaluated the contrast between
nerve and muscle 2–4 h after injection. The sequence identified
through in vitro selection against MBP (NP39) and the sequence
identified through the in vivo selection (NP38) did not have significant nerve-to-muscle contrast and both showed high-background
binding to the surrounding nonneural tissue. The peptide sequence
identified most often in in vitro selection against excised nerves NP41
had the best nerve to nonnerve contrast. The other two sequences,
NP40 and NP42, identified through this same selection strategy
also yielded some nerve-to-muscle contrast, although less than that
of NP41 (Supplementary Table 1). A systemic survey of animals
injected with FAM-NP41 revealed that all peripheral nerves and
their arborizations (including nerve branches as small as 50 min
diameter) were brightly labeled, including motor pathways, and sensory nerves such as the first two divisions of the trigeminal nerves
(Fig. 1). The central nervous system did not appear to take up
any fluorescence, perhaps because the peptide did not cross the
blood-brain barrier.
To evaluate the kinetics of peptide nerve binding in vivo, we imaged
sciatic nerves and surrounding nonnerve tissue in mice before and after
intravenous administration of FAM-NP41. Before administration of the
peptide, there was little contrast between the nerve (small yellow arrowheads) and surrounding nonnerve tissue (Supplementary Fig. 2a).
Within seconds after intravenous administration of FAM-NP41,
fluorescence could be seen leaking from capillaries (arrows) associated with the sciatic nerves (insert, Supplementary Fig. 2b). Nerve
fluorescence peaked at 10 min after administration (Supplementary
Fig. 2c) and declined thereafter to a plateau (Fig. 2a). Muscle fluorescence was highest immediately after intravenous administration
of the peptide, with a half-life of ~20 min (n = 5, Fig. 2a). Serum
half-life was calculated at ~10 min (n = 5, Fig. 2b). Useful contrast
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between nerve and surrounding tissue developed by 2 h after
injection (n = 5, Fig. 2c and Supplementary Fig. 2e) and lasted several
hours (Fig. 2a,c and Supplementary Fig. 2e,f), reaching seven- to
tenfold by 4–5 h (n = 5, Fig. 2c). By 24 h after injection, all visible
staining had disappeared (n = 20). Intravenous injection of the
mirror-image peptide with all d-amino acids showed nerve staining
at the level of carboxyfluorescein alone (Supplementary Fig. 3). The
nerve-to-surrounding tissue contrast ratio was correlated with the
amount of peptide administered over the range of 15 to 5,000 nmoles
per mouse (Fig. 2d).
We attempted topical application of FAM-NP41 to label mouse
sciatic nerves in vivo, however, incomplete wash-out of probe and
residual fluorescence due to the probe infiltrating into tissue pockets
led to the appearance of linear structures that could be mistaken for
nerve fibers.
To evaluate the localization of NP41 binding within nerves, we
injected peptide into thy1-YFP transgenic mice whose axons were
genetically encoded with YFP under a neuron-specific promoter 18.
To avoid spectral overlap with YFP and to allow imaging deeper
in tissues, we replaced FAM with the deep red fluorophore Cy5.
Cy5-NP41 precisely labeled nerves that expressed YFP and correlated with nerve fibers as seen in brightfield imaging (Fig. 3a–c).
No nerve-to-muscle contrast was detected in mice injected with
unconjugated Cy5 (Supplementary Fig. 4a).
To confirm that changing the fluorophore does not change nerve distribution of NP41, we imaged frozen cross-sections of nerves from mice
that had been injected with either 150 nmols FAM-NP41 or Cy5-NP41.
Imaged cross-sections showed that labeling was comparable using the two
fluorophores (Supplementary Fig. 4b,c). To determine if the NP41 was
labeling axons, we imaged 3–5 m cryosections of nerves from thy1-YFP
animals treated with Cy5-NP41. Cy5-NP41 localized to the epineurium
of the nerves with some labeling of the perineurium and endoneurium,
but did not colocalize with either myelin or axons (Fig. 3d–i).
To evaluate the ability of NP41 to highlight nerve branches that were
buried within tissue, we compared visibility of standard white light
reflectance and fluorescent images of Cy5-NP41 and YFP-labeled axons.
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Cy5-NP41 (Fig. 3c, insert arrows) was better than brightfield (Fig. 3a,
insert) or YFP (Fig. 3b, insert) at highlighting nerves that were branching deep into muscle. Nerve branches not on the surface were essentially
invisible with reflectance imaging (long arrow, arrowheads, Fig. 4a).
However, these buried branches can be visualized with Cy5-NP41 (arrowheads and long arrow, Fig. 4b) and YFP (arrowheads, Fig. 4c).
We also assessed the visibility of nerve branches covered by breast
cancer tumor in syngeneic graft models19,20. For this evaluation we
co-administered Cy5-labeled dendrimer conjugates of activatable, cellpenetrating peptides (ACPPs), which highlight tumor margins and FAMNP41 (refs. 19,20). As shown, nerve branches that descend into the tumor
become invisible with reflectance imaging (arrowhead, Fig. 4d); however,
these buried branches could be visualized, with FAM-NP41 (arrowhead,
Fig. 4e) protruding into the tumor which has been labeled with Cy5 dendrimer (Fig. 4f). The ACPP marks the tumor to be excised, whereas the
NP41 highlights the nerve tissue whose preservation is most essential.
Mice showed no change in behavior or activity after injections
of 15–5,000 nmoles of FAM-NP41 or 75–300 nmoles Cy5-NP41.
Figure 3 Cy5-NP41 (acetyl-SHSNTQTLAKAPEHTGC-(Cy5)-amide) labeling
of sciatic nerve in Thy1-YFP transgenic mice. (a) Low-power brightfield view
of left exposed sciatic nerve. Inset shows magnified view of central boxed
region. (b) Same nerve as in a with YFP fluorescence (pseudocolored yellow)
superimposed on the brightfield image, showing transgenic expression of
YFP in axons. (c) Same nerve as in a and b viewed with Cy5 fluorescence
(pseudocolored cyan for maximal contrast during live surgery) superimposed
on the brightfield image, showing nerve labeling with Cy5-NP41. Arrows in
b and c point to thin buried nerve branches that are better revealed by the
long-wavelength Cy5 fluorescence than by brightfield reflectance or shorterwavelength YFP fluorescence. There is some nonspecific labeling of skin
(asterisk) and cut edges of muscle (arrowhead) by Cy5-NP41. Fortunately,
such nonspecific labeling hardly ever has the filamentous appearance of
nerves, so an experienced surgeon can usually distinguish nonspecific
from specific targets. (d) Low magnification longitudinal section showing
myelin within the sciatic nerve using differential interference contrast
(DIC), pseudocolored blue. (e) Same nerve as in d showing axoplasmic
YFP pseudocolored green (arrows). (f) Same nerve as in d and e, showing
Cy5-NP41 labeling (pseudocolored red) of epineurium (arrows) and
endoneurium (arrowheads). (g) Composite image of d, e and f showing that
NP41 labeling does not colocalize with either myelin or axoplasm.
(h–k) Cross-sectional images corresponding to panels e–g.
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Figure 2 Time course and dose response of
FAM-NP41 binding to nerve and nonnerve
tissue. (a–d) Nerve fluorescence peaked at
around 10 min after administration (a),
then declined (half-life ~50 min) to a
plateau sustained between 3 and 6 h
(see inset with expanded intensity scale,
Student’s t-test, two–tailed, P = 0.002 at
2 h, 0.0007 at 3 h, 0.0007 at 4 h, 0.003
at 5 h, 0.006 at 6 h). In contrast, muscle
fluorescence was highest immediately after
intravenous administration of the peptide,
then declined steadily with a half-life of
~20 min (a). Serum half-life was calculated
at ~10 min (b). Useful contrast between
nerve and surrounding muscle developed
by 2 h and lasts several hours (c). Nerve-to–
surrounding tissue contrast ratio increased
with increasing amount of peptide injected,
concentration from 15 to 5,000 nmoles
per mouse injected (n = 2) (d), because
surrounding nonnerve tissue fluorescence
seems more saturable than nerve binding with
increasing peptide concentration (inset).

In addition, mice that had been injected with 15 nmoles (n = 2),
45 nmoles (n = 2), 150 nmoles (n = 2), 450 nmoles (n = 2), 5,000
nmoles (n = 1) showed no significant weight changes or morbidity
through 8 weeks of monitoring compared to uninjected mice (n = 2).
In addition, injection of 150 nmoles of FAM-NP41 had no effect on
the shape, amplitude or latency of compound muscle action potential21 (Supplementary Fig. 5), indicating NP41 has no acute effect on
peripheral nerve conduction or neuromuscular transmission.
To evaluate the biodistribution of the peptide after systemic administration, organs were harvested from mice intravenously injected
with 150 nmoles FAM-NP41 or Cy5-NP41 and fluorescence uptake
was evaluated. The majority of the fluorescence accumulated in the
kidney and was excreted into the urine. Liquid chromatography–
electrospray mass spectrometry of the urine gave different peaks from
normal mouse urine spiked with intact FAM-NP41 or Cy5-NP41,
indicating that the injected peptides had been efficiently metabolized.
The major fluorescently labeled species identified by matrix-assisted
laser desorption/ionization mass spectrometry were cysteinamide-Cy5
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Figure 4 NP41 can highlight buried nerve branches invisible by standard
illumination. (a–c) Right facial nerve and its arborizations in a thy1-YFP
mouse treated with Cy5-NP41, viewed by (a) white light reflectance,
(b) Cy5 fluorescence (pseudocolored cyan) overlaid on reflectance
and (c) YFP fluorescence (pseudocolored yellow), also overlaid on
reflectance. The short arrow marks a nerve branch visible by all three
imaging modes. The arrowheads point to branches that are difficult to
White light
Cy5-NP41
YFP axons
differentiate from muscle fascia in reflectance, but clearly distinguishable
in both fluorescence images. The long arrow indicates a deeply buried
branch visible only by Cy5-NP41 due to the better penetration of farred wavelengths. (d–f) Left sciatic nerve (arrow) and its arborization in
a mouse with a syngeneic 8119 mammary tumor graft 17,18, viewed by
(d) white light reflectance, (e) FAM fluorescence 2 h after intravenous
injection of NP41 (150 nmoles) (pseudocolored cyan, overlaid on
White light
FAM-NP41
Cy5-ACPPD
reflectance) and (f) Cy5 fluorescence (pseudocolored green, overlaid on
reflectance) from conjugates of activatable cell-penetrating peptides and dendrimers (ACPPDs). The large arrowheads in d and e point to a nerve branch
buried under tumor, visible only by FAM fluorescence. Small arrowheads in f denote tumor. See Supplementary Video 1.

and lysinamide-FAM from mice injected with Cy5-NP41 or FAMNP41, respectively. Small fractions of successive fragments of NP41
starting from the C terminus were also recovered, suggesting that the
entire peptide had been sequentially degraded from the N terminus
(Supplementary Fig. 6c,d). In contrast, in urine from mice injected
with control all d-amino acid FAM-NP41, the full-length peptide was
recovered intact (Supplementary Fig. 6e).
In addition to labeling healthy nerves during nontrauma related surgery, the ability to label and identify severed or injured nerves is also
of considerable clinical utility. Such, visualization of injured or severed
nerves could guide procedures such as rejoining severed nerves leading
to better prognosis after injury. In the cases of injury involving motor
nerves, EMG may fail because severed nerves typically lack functionality. Direct labeling could also prove useful when EMG detection does
not work because swelling or inflammation leads to short-term loss of
nerve conduction. Nerve labeling by FAM-NP41 was 100% of contralateral intact nerve immediately and 1 d after crush injury, decreased
by 40% at day 3 and was back to 100% 7 d after injury (Supplementary
Fig. 7a–f,i). Because we detected a transient decrease in uptake upon
crush injury, we tested if this effect could potentially be due to a temporary decrease in blood flow to the nerve tissue thereby inhibiting
uptake. As predicted, nerve devascularization (by intentional injury to
the feeding vessels before peptide administration) greatly diminished
subsequent uptake of FAM-NP41 (Supplementary Fig. 7g,h).
To evaluate whether NP41 could highlight human as well as mouse
nerves, freshly resected recurrent laryngeal nerves and adjacent muscle
obtained from patients undergoing total laryngectomy were incubated
with FAM-NP41. Selective binding of FAM-NP41 to nerves as compared to adjacent muscle was observed (Supplementary Fig. 8a,b).
Histological examination of tissue sections showed that the fluorescence was concentrated in the connective tissue surrounding the nerve,
that is, epineurium, perineurium and endoneurium (Supplementary
Fig. 8c–h), similar to the binding pattern in murine nerves. Although
we cannot administer NP41 to human subjects without much further
testing and regulatory approval, these ex vivo tests provide preliminary
evidence that NP41 could cross-react with human nerves.
The method of systemic injection of fluorescently labeled peptides to label nerves overcomes some of the major disadvantages of
currently available fluorescent tracers, which provide only localized
labeling, have low signal-to-noise ratio and require preoperative lead
time incompatible with most surgical procedures.
Our peptide localizes predominantly to nerve-associated connective
tissue and not to myelin or axonal membranes, which may explain why
there were no pharmacological or toxic effects observed in our preliminary toxicity assessments. We achieve good contrast of all nerves in
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the body including motor and sensory nerves within 2–3 h compared
to tracers that have to be transported in an anterograde or retrograde
direction and can require days to label. Contrast from our systemically
injected peptides lasts several hours, which would be long enough for
most typical operations. A probe of this sort could potentially be further optimized to minimize wash-out time allowing the agents to be
provided intravenously within minutes before skin incision. We believe
that eventually the use of fluorescently labeled probes for nerve visualization will be routine and will decrease the incidence of inadvertent
injury during surgery and may improve identification and repair of
nerves after trauma thereby leading to improved patient prognosis.
We were able to detect nerve arborizations as small as 50 m, which
is at least one order of magnitude smaller than most surgically relevant
nerves in the human body. In addition, the peptide is cleared within
24 h and completely metabolized, which should reduce the chance of
side effects. We would like to optimize NP41 and are therefore using a
variety of methods to identify the molecular target(s) to which peptide
NP41 binds. The identification of a specific target may allow setting
up specific binding assays or using crystallographic information to
determine structure-activity relationships and optimize NP41.
Even in the absence of a defined target, we can optimize for nerve
affinity, decrease binding to negative tissues, shift fluorescence to
longer wavelengths and modify pharmacology to improve contrast of
NP41 or related molecules for improved in vivo imaging of nerves.
The minimal murine doses of NP41 used in vivo are currently
equivalent to 1–3 g for a 70 kg person. This is within clinical dosing
parameters for antibiotics, which are routinely given at such doses
two to three times daily for systemic infections; intravenous immunoglobulins may be given in doses up to 150–300 g for a 70 kg person.
As pharmacokinetic clearance is substantially slower in humans
compared to mice, similar contrast may be achieved using a lower
dose of NP41 or related contrast agent although slower pharmacokinetcs may increase lead time required before surgery. In addition
to improving affinity/specificity of NP41 the attachments of macromolecular carriers or other controlled released formulation may be
required to optimize this contrast agent for potential clinical use.
METHODS
Methods and any associated references are available in the online
version of the paper at http://www.nature.com/naturebiotechnology/.
Note: Supplementary information is available on the Nature Biotechnology website.
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All experiments on mice were performed under protocol approved by
the University of California San Diego Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee.
Peptide selection with phage display. Phage display screens were used for
in vitro selection of peptides binding to excised murine nerves or purified MBP
and for an in vivo selection screen in which the phage library was injected in
the tail vein of mice followed by dissection of nerve tissue and isolation of
phage. For the in vitro selection, an m13 phage library expressing random 12amino-acid sequences on the N terminus of gIII (New England Biolabs) were
processed through two parallel in vitro selections for binding to either purified
MBP or to excised murine nerves. In the selection against MBP, phage expressing a library of peptides were selected through multiple cycles for binding to
biotinylated MBP, using avidin agarose to isolate selected phage. Specifically,
the phage library was mixed with biotinylated MBP and allowed to bind for
1 h. Avidin agarose was added and incubated for an additional hour.
Nonbinding phage were removed by washing the agarose three times with
PBS solution and the supernatant was plated for titer and amplification for
subsequent cycles. This process was repeated five times; once repeat sequences
appeared, these were synthesized for affinity testing.
In the selection against excised murine nerves, phage from the same library
as the selection against MBP were isolated based on differential binding to
excised murine nerves and not to adjacent muscles and fat tissue. Phage were
processed through multiple cycles of selection, with representative phage being
isolated and sequenced after each cycle. Specifically, for positive selection
using nerve tissue, nerve tissue was dissected/washed and mixed with a phage
library. After incubation, the mixture (containing mostly intact nerves with
phage particles that had variable affinity for nerves) was centrifuged and the
pellet washed with PBS. The pellet was homogenized and plated for titering
and reamplification. For negative selection using nonnerve tissues, nonnerve
tissues (muscle and fat) were dissected from normal mice and incubated with
the phage library obtained from the positive selection. After the incubation
period, the mixture was centrifuged and the supernatant plated for titer and
sequencing. Once individual sequences started to appear repetitively, these
were resynthesized as peptides for affinity testing.
For the in vivo selection, the same phage library as for the in vitro selections
was injected in the tail vein of mice followed by dissection of nerve tissue and
isolation of phage. In each case isolated phage were reamplified and reinjected
to iterate each selection step up to 8 times. Specifically, phage were injected
into wild-type mice. Following a binding/washout period of 2–4 h, the mice
were euthanized and nerve tissue (sciatic, brachial plexus, cranial nerves) were
dissected, washed and homogenized. Homogenates were plated for titering
and re-amplified for subsequent injections. Sample phage were sequenced
after each round of selection. Once repeat sequences appeared, they were
synthesized for affinity testing.
Peptide synthesis and fluorophore labeling. Peptides were either synthesized
in our laboratory on an Agilent Prelude peptide synthesizer using standard
protocols for fluorenylmethoxycarbonyl (Fmoc) solid-phase synthesis or made
by AnaSpec. All peptides were acetylated at the N terminus and labeled on the
C terminus by (either (Cy5-l-cysteinamide or -(fluorescein-5(6)-carbonyl)l-lysinamide) (Supplementary Fig. 3). Carboxyfluorescein labeled peptides
were generated by Fmoc synthesis with -(fluorescein-5(6)-carbonyl)-l-lysinamide. Cy5 labeling was done after cleavage from the synthesis resin by reacting the thiol group of the l-cysteinamide with Cy5 mono-maleimide (GE
Healthcare). Peptides were purified to >95% purity using C-18 reversed phase
high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) with a 20–50% acetonitrile
gradient in 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid and confirmed by mass spectrometry.
Testing of nerve binding with fluorescently labeled peptides. Wild-type
albino C57BL6 (Jackson Laboratory) or SKH1 (Charles River Laboratories)
mice were treated intravenously with 150 nmoles of fluorescently labeled NP41
by tail vein injection. Following a 2–4 h wash-out period for FAM-NP41 or
5–6 h for Cy5-NP41, mice were anesthetized with ketamine and midazolam
(80 mg/kg intraperitoneally), a skin incision was made over the dorsal surface
of the hind legs and the sciatic nerves exposed bilaterally. Nerves were imaged
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using a Zeiss Lumar fluorescent dissecting microscope or a custom-made
surgical fluorescence imaging system based on an Olympus dissecting microscope. Carboxyfluorescein and YFP were imaged with 450–490 nm excitation
and 500–550 nm emission. Cy5 was imaged with 590–650 nm excitation and
663–738 nm emission.
Time course of nerve binding. Female 8-week-old SKH1 mice were anesthetized with ketamine and midazolam and a skin incision was made over the
dorsal surface of the hind legs and the sciatic nerves exposed. A preinjection
image was taken a dissecting microscope (Lumar Zeiss) and a monochrome
CCD camera (Coolsnap). The mice were injected intravenously with 150 nmoles
of FAM-NP41. Sequential fluorescence images were obtained as described
above: 450–490 nm excitation and 500–550 nm emission, exposure 15 ms–5s.
For quantification, integrated intensity was determined using ImageJ
for nerve regions and compared to adjacent muscle or other nonnerve tissue.
We analyzed 5–10 selected regions of 40 × 40 pixels of each type of tissue and
all tissues were imaged using identical parameters. Background was subtracted
using a measurement with identical settings in a region with no mouse and
values were averaged.
Dose response of peptide binding. Female 8-week-old SKH1 mice (average
weight 25 g) were treated with varying amounts of FAM-NP41 ranging from
15–5,000 nmoles. After a 2-h wash-out period, mice were euthanized and sciatic nerves exposed. Nerves and adjacent nonnerve tissue were delineated with
Image J and relative fluorescence was measured. Quantification of fluorescence
was then performed after subtraction of dark current and normalizing to uninjected specimens. For the mice injected with 5,000 nmoles of NP41, we found
that background fluorescence was still very high at 2 h, making the contrast
ratio low even though the absolute nerve fluorescence was very high. The skin
incision on these mice was repaired and the mice allowed to awaken from
anesthesia. At 6 h after initial NP41 administration, the mice were euthanized
and the sciatic nerves exposed and analyzed as above.
Nerve labeling in tumor model. Syngeneic tumor grafts were generated in the
laboratory with 8119 murine mammary adenocarcinoma cells19. We injected
1 × 106 cells intramuscularly into the left flank of albino C57BL/6 mice
(Jackson Laboratory). Tumor isografts were monitored until tumor size was
~1 cm in largest diameter (~7–10 d). Cy5-ACPPD (2 nmoles)19 and FAMNP41 (150 nmoles) were administered through tail vein injection 48 and
2–3 h, respectively, in the same animal before imaging.
Toxicity and motor function. Female 8-week-old SKH1 mice (average weight
25 g) were treated with varying amounts of FAM- NP41 ranging from 15 to
5,000 nmoles. Generalized activity, behavior and weight gain were evaluated
after single intravenous injection of 15–5,000 nmoles of FAM-NP41 on a daily
basis for 3 d after injection. Thereafter, the mice were monitored three times
per week for 8 weeks. We found that generalized activity, behavior and weight
gain were similar between NP41-treated and control mice.
Nerve conduction studies. Maximal compound muscle action potential amplitude (CMAP) and nerve conduction latency were measured. Briefly, control
female 8-week-old SKH1 mice and mice treated with FAM-NP41 were anesthetized with ketamine-midazolam and placed in a prone position. CMAP potentials were evoked (Grass stimulator) with stimulating electrode (Medtronics)
placed 2 mm lateral to the midline. The recording electrode was an ear-clip
electrode (Life-tech.com) placed on the digits of the hind foot and the reference electrode was placed on the heel of the foot. Maximal CMAPs were
generated by gradually increasing the stimulation (5–10 V, 1 pulse per second,
paired, 0.5–2 s duration) until a maximal, artifact-free tracing was obtained.
The CMAP traces were captured on a digital oscilloscope (Tektronic). Nerve
conduction latency was measured from the beginning of the stimulation to
the start of the upslope. CMAP amplitude was measured from the start of the
upslope to the peak. Data were analyzed using two-tailed Student’s t-test.
Peptide metabolism. For liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LCMS), each mouse urine sample was diluted and analyzed by reversed-phase
HPLC with a 1 mm inner diameter, 15 cm length Higgins PLRP-S C18
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column. The outlet from the HPLC (Michrom Magic with UV detector) was
connected through a Jasco 920 fluorescence detector to the electrospray interface of a LTQ Orbitrap XL mass spectrometer. A 2 l sample of mouse urine
was diluted to 80 l with solvent A, 0.1% formic acid in water. The HPLC had
a 130 l sample loop. The column temperature was 40 °C and the flow rate was
80 l/min. After a 4 min delay (2% solvent B) for the injection, the gradient
was 2 38% solvent B (0.1% formic acid in acetonitrile) in 37 min, followed by
a 5 min step of 90% B. The pure peptide diluted from stock solution eluted at
~24 min. UV absorbance (single wavelength, 215 nm), fluorescence and mass
spectral chromatograms were collected simultaneously for each LC-MS run.
FAM and Cy5 fluorescences were measured at excitation/emission wavelength
settings of 480/510 and 640/680 nm respectively. The fluorescence detector flow
cell volume was 5 l. The Orbitrap was set for 5 s scans with 30,000 resolution
from 100 to 1,800 m/z. The entire HPLC output went into the mass spectrometer
without splitting.

Human nerve labeling. Recurrent laryngeal nerves and adjacent muscle
obtained from patients undergoing total laryngectomy for laryngeal cancer
at the time of surgery were incubated with FAM-NP41 at 50 M for 15 min and
washed three times in saline for 15 min each. The nerve and muscle segments
were then placed on a black nonfluorescent plate and imaged (Maestro, CRI).
The nerve segments were then embedded in Tissue-Tek, frozen and cryosectioned. We then imaged 7–10 m cryosections with standard fluorescence
microscopy. Adjacent sections were stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)
and imaged by transmitted light.
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Effect of nerve injury on labeling. Wild-type mice were anesthetized and the
left sciatic nerve exposed and crushed with microforceps for 3–5 s. Muscular

contractions during the crush and immediately afterwards were monitored
to ensure uniformity of the injury. The skin incision was then closed and
mice returned to their cages to recover. At varying times after crush injury,
FAM-NP41 (150 nmoles) was administered intravenously. After wash-out for
2–3 h, mice were anesthetized, bilateral sciatic nerves exposed and fluorescent
images obtained. Nerve and adjacent muscle fluorescence were measured using
ImageJ software by measuring standardized boxed regions. Crushed and contralateral control nerve fluorescence were compared for each animal.
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